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‘I felt more homely over there… ’: analysing tourists’ experience
of Indianness at Bollywood Parks Dubai
Apoorva Nanjangud and Stijn Reijnders

Department of Arts and Culture Studies, Erasmus University Rotterdam, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

ABSTRACT
In recent years, Bollywood has expanded into a global, trans-textual
phenomenon, consumed by a large audience-base worldwide. Existing
research has shown how Bollywood offers Indians – both home and
abroad – a cinematic image of their homeland, fostering a sense of
belonging. This paper focuses on the popularity of Bollywood’s
transmedia culture in an international setting. More, in particular, it
offers an empirical exploration of the tourist experience of Bollywood
Parks Dubai – the first and largest theme park dedicated to Bollywood.
Based on a series of in-depth interviews with 18 participants and
accompanied by participant observations, this paper shows how Indian
tourists use this leisure zone far away from the Indian subcontinent as a
platform to connect and celebrate larger notions of Indianness. In
experiencing nation-pride in a playful manner beyond the national
borders, ideas of contemporary Indianness are redefined in a
cosmopolitan context. The paper concludes by critically examining
these popular celebrations of nationalism.
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Introduction

Walking down the ‘Bollywood Boulevard’ – one of the five themed zones at the Bollywood Parks
Dubai,1 I found myself surrounded by the mixes of the latest popular Hindi songs. Flanked by abun-
dant iconography of India and streams of Indian tourists hopping between various attractions and
stalls of popular street food, I imaginedmyself not too far away from the hustle and bustle of my own
home – Mumbai. A café named after a popular film, the entrance decorated with Mumbai’s iconic
transportation – the double-decker red bus –, and tourists chatting visibly in great comfort,
marked an interesting first few minutes at BollyParksDubai. While I was at first overwhelmed and sur-
prised seeing the level of detail put into creating a sense of India outside India, it also raised several
questions. In the first place, why would people be interested in visiting this fantasy world which is
derived from an already fictional storyworld? And how do these visitors2 connect their experience of
this park, thousands of miles away from the Indian subcontinent, with their image of the ‘real’ India?

BollyParksDubai was set up in 2016 as a part of the Dubai Parks and Resorts,3 including other
global franchises like Legoland, Legoland waterpark, Riverland Dubai and Motiongate Dubai.
These five theme parks together constitute the Dubai Parks and Resorts complex, extending to 25
million square feet. Reported as the only theme park in the world dedicated to the Hindi Film indus-
try, BollyParksDubai hosts five different themed spaces within its property, namely the Bollywood
Boulevard, the Mumbai Chowk (Mumbai Square), the Rustic Ravine, the Royal Plaza and the
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Bollywood Film Studios.4 These five themes together offer up to sixteen 4D rides, live song-dance
performances and hands-on experiences (e.g. using a greenscreen to create your own Bollywood
movie trailer) and designated zones where visitors can engage with various props, attempting to
create a rich storyworld of Bollywood films,5 giving the visitors an experience of being on a Bolly-
wood film-set.

Landscaped by luxury residences, shopping complexes, luxurious hotels, imaginative man-made
islands and creative theme parks, Dubai is one of the most commercial and tourism-oriented desti-
nations globally; akin to a postmodern ‘Fantasy City’ (Hannigan, 1998). BollyParksDubai, ‘another first
for Dubai’ (Brunt, 2018) innovates and contextualizes a theme park space to popular Hindi cinema,
reinforcing ‘cinephilia for Mumbai’s film industry amongst residents and tourists alike’ (Hudson,
2017, p. 172). However, this raises several questions. Particularly, why are Indian visitors on their
trips abroad interested in visiting a theme park dedicated to popular Hindi cinema? How do they
experience the Bollywood sub-culture at the park, and how do they connect it to the larger
notions of Indianness?

Discussions on localization or cultural globalization are prevalent in theme park studies
(Beeton & Seaton, 2018; Choi, 2012; Fung & Lee, 2009, etc.) However, they tend to focus on
how American media entities play out in different cultural contexts, e.g. how global media con-
glomerates like Disneyland operate in Asia, and how such glocalization is manifested on-site. The
bulk of research even to-date concerns itself with American theme parks (see Freitag, 2017; Gott-
diener, 2001; Mittermeir, 2021; Waysdorf & Reijnders, 2018). Little attention is paid to theme
parks based on non-Western media cultures (but see Duan et al., 2019; Kim, 2012; Ren, 2007).
Erb and Org acknowledge that ‘concepts surrounding the theme park industry and the
meaning of theming and theme parks might similarly be argued to originate from the perceived
Euro-American origin of theme parks’ (2017, p. 145). Accordingly, Williams (2020) underlines
the need for more non-Western perspectives in theme park studies to further diversify the
field of research.

The case of BollyParksDubai is interesting mainly because it offers a case study that entails South-
to-South mobilities of people and cultural industries (Indian-Bollywood identity propagated in
Dubai) and thus helps to decentre these Western-centric discussions. At the same time, it shows
how a non-Western cinema culture, popular around the world, is represented through the
medium of a theme park abroad. In this paper, we are particularly interested in how these represen-
tations of Indianness are experienced and appropriated by visitors, and how these cultural practices
can be contextualized in broader cultural debates.

While it is important to assess theme parks textually and understand their function as a creative
space, Waysdorf and Reijnders (2018) and Williams (2020) advocate theme park visitors as people
with agency, and active in their effort of seeking a meaningful experience when they visit a
theme park. As such, more research is needed on the visitors’ experience to further understand
the dynamic between the producers and visitors of a themed space (Williams, 2020). To that
effect, this paper aims to investigate how do Indian visitors experience and appropriate the popular
representations of Bollywood and related notions of Indianness at Bollywood Parks Dubai. The
choice for studying Indian tourists was further strengthened by the context-rich interviews with
the management of BollyParksDubai that confirmed that one of the highest visitations to the
park arrive from India. This question, therefore, allows us to investigate the relationship between
the visitors and the theme park as a site for transmedia storytelling in the South Asian context.

Theoretical framework

Clavè defines a theme park as ‘a place of fiction that bases its existence on the materialization of a
fantastic narration through shapes, volumes and performances’ (2007, p. 178), meaning a fictional
environment that draws on already fictional narratives, as also understood by the notion of simulacra
(Baudrillard, 1983). In this case, props, popular Hindi music, themed cafes, rides and merchandise are
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geared towards delivering experiences and establishing the brand ‘Bollywood’ often highlighted by
the globality of popular Hindi cinema.

Earlier theme park studies often framed them as the ultimate in-authentic cultural performance
where culture is often commodified, advertized and sold. Waysdorf and Reijnders assess how exist-
ing literature frame theme parks as the ‘lowest-common-denominator entertainment that do not
fully represent what they are trying to recreate in order to have a mass appeal’ (2018, p. 175).

Essentially, theme parks are creatively designed spaces that are meant to create visitor engage-
ment through sights, rides, live entertainment and thematic sounds, also including stores and
theme-specific foods (Geissler & Rucks, 2011, pp. 127, 128). Together, this allows fan-tourists to
revel in their fandom without feeling out of place, judged or over-the-top; in fact, encouraging
maximum involvement with their favourite ‘narratives, fantasies, mythologies and cultural icons’
(Waysdorf & Reijnders, 2018, p. 175) often also facilitating an embodied experience. These ‘Tastes,
smells, sounds, and physical movements that are part of the narrative world are experienced
through the park’ (Waysdorf & Reijnders, 2018, p. 180) that go beyond the mere audiovisual
realm into the sensorial embodied experiential realm. Fan-tourists are often regarded as ‘naïve, con-
trolled and duped into excessive consumption’ (Williams, 2020, p. 11). However, we follow Waysdorf
and Reijnders (2018) and Williams (2020) in considering theme park attendees as serious and inter-
ested visitors with agency, and theme parks as legitimate media (Baker, 2018) of valuable entertain-
ment capable of eliciting emotional, affective responses.

Theme Parks are hybrid media that rely on the co-operation between various media industries
(Carla & Frietag, 2015, p. 151). As media content is increasingly inducted into tourist experiences,
fan-tourists are eager to make meaningful physical encounters with their favourite fictional narra-
tives (Garner, 2019). Therefore, theme park spaces should not be studied in isolation but in connec-
tion with the media industries that lend theme parks their structure and form. This transmediality
that entails the use of multiple media technologies and textual forms to compose an experience con-
cerning a single fictional world (Evans, 2011, p. 1);– is at the heart of BollyParksDubai. However,
newer developments in unpacking the transmedia nature of theme parks, consider the embodied
and spatialized aspects of transmedia storytelling that is elusive in previous definitions (Williams,
2020). Consequently, Garner (2019) places theme park spaces at the intersection of transmediality,
tourism and experience economy. He says a theme park intersperses the real and imaginary, and
creates a liminal leisure space utilizing various textual forms such as well-known stereotypes and
themes from popular culture in general.

Such leisure spaces act as microcosms that thrive on a sense of communitas (Turner, 2012) that is
felt when visitors develop affinitive relations by sharing common experiences that give them plea-
sure. Such pleasure arises out of the common love for the narratives from popular culture, in the case
of visitors to BollyParksDubai. Developing that thought further, Turner (2012) says that the feeling of
communitas follows liminality – in which people perceive others in the same space as their own kind
and for being there with the same emotion as them. In a theme park set-up, especially in leisure
research – this is understood by the concept of Liminoid (Turner, 1992), which occurs in playful
spaces-where participants detach themselves from any structure or institution (Lugosi, 2007).
Especially, experiencing a sense of existential communitas in the presence of an ambiance that
allows visitors to dance, sing, eat – all surrounding the theme of the park is also an interesting
facet of liminoid spaces (Lugosi, 2007, p. 167).

Consequently, such leisure spaces too often communicate popular notions of nationhood, based
on how nations are represented and appropriated in playful set-ups (Edensor, 2002). Sangiorgi (2014)
asserts that ‘[t]heme parks provide us today with one of the most important metaphors of the glo-
balized world; thus, the idea of nationhood they convey needs to be examined’ (p. 156) and stresses
for the need to view national identities through the ‘leisure face’ amongst other perspectives. Such
popular representations of nations especially in a transnational set-up could be denoted as popular
nationalism or pop nationalism as Joo (2011) puts it. Theming enables the use of narratives of a
nation into a material space; an economically led process that is an outcome of neoliberal
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globalization and such materiality concretizes the abstract idea of a nation (Ren, 2007). While Bolly-
ParksDubai is located not too far away, in the United Arab Emirates (UAE), and has a longstanding
history of association with India and Indian diaspora, it still is outside of India’s national boundaries.
Therefore, it becomes further interesting to locate what notions of Indianness are represented
abroad and more importantly, how do the visitors experience and appropriate this Indianness –
on holiday.

In the case of BollyParksDubai – and Bollywood culture in general – the notion of nationhood is
ubiquitous. Bollywood song-and-dance has attained global recognition as a cultural icon and as a
marker of contemporary Indianness (Marwah, 2017). Furthermore, its allied creative and cultural
industries are regarded as a ‘soft power’ for India that is visible in its expanding global footprint
(Thussu, 2013) and its resonance with Indianness. Ultimately, such ‘pop-nationalism’ is also articu-
lated particularly due to the existence of popular culture in a transnational context (Joo, 2011).
This transnational nature of Bollywood cinema provides Indians with an identifiable and workable
tool for their cultural identities, nuancing such contemporary definitions of Indianness. Pop nation-
alism, in that sense, reinforces the importance of the nation-state and nationalism that exists in con-
tinual flux due to the dynamic process of globalization (Joo, 2011, p. 502). In a mediatized
transnational context, where mobilities of people and cultural goods is rampant, the notions of a
nation disseminated through such mediations, its reception and their various appropriations
become worthy of further exploration. In this paper, we therefore discuss this notion of contempor-
ary Indianness in unpacking its various appropriations by its visitors through their experiences at
BollyParksDubai.

Methods

To investigate the tourists’ experience of BollyParksDubai, it was required to dive deep into their
motivations, and the personal connection these visitors might seek with their favourite Bollywood
narratives. Therefore, a qualitative-inductive-interpretivist approach was utilized to achieve such
rich and layered data. An interpretivist approach allows the researcher to be active in the process
of meaning-making, whereby, together the participants and the researcher produce new knowledge.
This approach has benefitted this study due to its exploratory nature, which demands construction
of new insights, as there is little to no research on the topic. Combining ethnographic interviewing
and participant observations, the first author collected data at BollyParksDubai on a field visit in
December 2019 following which telephonic interviewing was done to gather the remaining
interviews.

The researcher spent 5–6 hours each day for seven days at the park to gain maximum familiarity
with the different zones, and how the visitors experienced them. The rides were experienced often
multiple times to understand what aspects of popular culture they drew on, and grasp the immedi-
ate responses of the visitors. This not only helped recruit informants but also to understand the col-
lective narrative of the theme park and how it is received by the visitors. Extensive field-notes were
taken during the time at the park. On-site the researcher encountered maximum visitors from India,
which influenced the choice of sample.

Ethnographic interviews with five informants were conducted on-site, when the visitors were
exploring or in between two attractions or eating. Additionally, eleven in-depth interviews were con-
ducted telephonically with participants either recruited on-site, via platforms – TripAdvisor and Insta-
gram, or snowballed through personal/social networks. Additionally, few informal talks with tourists
on-site were conducted for more context. A private message was sent to purposively selected infor-
mants, who had posted photographs or reviews of their time at BollyParksDubai on social media and
in-depth interviews were conducted with those who responded to the interview request. This
enabled covering a larger geographical scope, yet they resulted in similar quality data when com-
pared to face-to-face interviews (Barrett, 2019). Ultimately, this exercise led to 20 conversations, of
which 16 in-depth interviews with visitors were utilized for this research.
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The participants were asked which language they preferred the interview to be conducted in.
Finally, interviews were conducted primarily in English, as it is not only widely spoken in India,
but also was in line with the thinking language of the researcher. However, on some occasions,
the researcher had to switch to Hindi language to facilitate organic responses from some participants
who were more lucid in their expression in Hindi – this also makes sense as the theme park is based
on popular Hindi cinema. The lead researcher – of Indian origin – with a deep interest in popular
Hindi cinema was able to establish a connection with the participants on the common grounds of
interest in Bollywood cinema and ease them into the conversation. As such, the lead researcher’s
positionality as an Indian, multi-lingual, female researcher enabled a certain friendliness that encour-
aged participation from interviewees.

All the 16 visitors were questioned on a variety of themes – questions for the visitors ranged from
their motivations for visiting BollyParksDubai, their pre-travel expectations from the park, their on-
site experiences and how they evaluated them, and finally their experience of Indianness. Addition-
ally, two persons from the management of BollyParksDubai were also interviewed for gaining insight
into the context and workings of the park. Therefore, a total of eighteen interviews informed this
research.

The semi-structured nature of the interviews allowed for the interviewer to be reflexive and build
on the responses of the interviewees to devise follow-up questions. Commonly, in-depth interviews
last between 30 minutes to several hours (Dicicco-Bloom & Crabtree, 2006). However, it is worth con-
sidering other aspects like being on-site, where the participant is able to provide depth by pointing
to experiences or objects in real-time, not relying completely on the memory of experience. This
embeddedness, we argue, adds to the depth in the responses of the participants despite the
shorter duration of the interview. Secondly, while some participants may have a moderate speed
of talking, others may open up rather quickly and share deeply in a short span. Therefore, the
semi-structured in-depth interviews lasted between approx. 25 and 53 minutes, without compromis-
ing the depth of the responses.

Theme parks are recognized as public spaces, even though they are privately owned (Mitrasino-
vic, 2006). However, permissions were sought before beginning this research for transparency and
access. Furthermore, in terms of ethics, the participants were amply informed about the research,
and the intended use of their input. They could choose anonymity and both written and verbal
consent were taken prior to the interview.

The interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim. These transcripts were then compared
thoroughly using Atlas.ti and were analysed using Thematic Analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Firstly, all the interview transcripts were read and re-read multiple times to align with the recurring
patterns in the data. After that, the process of open coding was undertaken, wherein the data was
freely coded assigning a conceptual code to the segments until no new conceptual codes emerged.
Once this saturation was attained, the codes were grouped into similar categories until three over-
arching themes were identified. This process was made manageable using Atlas.ti, a computer-
assisted qualitative data analysis software that adds efficiency and makes the process systematic
and transparent (Rambaree, 2013). Additionally, being an exploratory case, we also explore the
motivations of Indian tourists to visit BollyParksDubai. Therefore, in what follows, we discuss the
four themes: (1) Motivations of visiting BollyParksDubai, (2) Experiencing Home and Belonging at
BollyParksDubai, (3) Reconnecting with various notions of Indianness at BollyParksDubai and
finally (4) Experiencing National Pride at BollyParksDubai. Together, these themes are geared
towards understanding the tourist experience of Indian visitors at BollyParksDubai. Most quotes
are presented verbatim unless treated for readability.

Welcome to BollyParksDubai!

Nestled in a remote area of Dubai, BollyParks is found far from its original context – Mumbai.
However, interestingly, its visitors are drawn to visit the park on their travels abroad almost
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wanting to hold on to the feeling of ‘Home’ in a different country; the fact that the theme park is
located abroad perhaps makes visiting it further meaningful. The visit for many of the informants
is a powerful experience, one that involves a strong sense of fandom towards their beloved
popular culture narratives (Williams, 2020) – an experience they may not necessarily find on
home ground:

I am a big Bollywood fan… there are Hollywood studios, Disneyland that which is inspired by Hollywood. But we
don’t have anything of such grandeur in south east Asia or Asia particularly… that took my interest and I was
keen to definitely go there and explore. Especially when you are a big Bollywood fan. (Jay, Mumbai)

As Jay mentions, there are plenty of theme parks that celebrate Western popular culture, however,
ones that represent cinema industry like Bollywood – originating from South Asia – are found to be
rare, and that provides him an impetus to visit BollyParksDubai. He adds:

I was definitely excited and wanted to include this in my itinerary and everything rest could be managed here
and there. But out of the options I definitely choose Bollywood theme park. Because I love Indian movies. (Jay,
Mumbai)

The clarity in his choice for visiting a Bollywood theme park over any other attraction, also points to
the indelible association between entertainment and Bollywood cinema for Indian visitors. While
being abroad could perhaps lead to newer experiences, or discoveries in the entertainment land-
scape, the comfort of narratives from home presented abroad seem amazing yet appealing to
these globalized Indian visitors:

I was very shocked when I knew about this. I didn’t know that Bollywood is such a big industry that even Dubai is
a fan of it. When I got to know that Dubai has created a mini-version of this Bollywood industry, I was really
shocked, and amazed that Dubai people also see Bollywood films, that they actually have a Bollywood park
over there. (Priti, Pune)

Often while living in India, these informants do not fully recognize the globality of the industry and
its far-reaching influence. Yet visiting BollyParksDubai opened the eyes of participants like Priti,
making them recognize Bollywood’s global footprint.

The craze, fandom and intrigue for finding their favourite popular culture industry, especially in a
cross-cultural context, was an underlying factor for choosing to visit BollyParksDubai despite being
in a different country. Upon entering the park, the informants experienced a range of emotions,
including the feeling of being at home, inclusivity and pride – these will be elaborated in the forth-
coming sections.

Experiencing home and belonging on holiday at BollyParksDubai

While a large part of the Indian travellers are increasingly travelling abroad due to the growing
purchasing power of the Indian middle-class (Smith, 2019), this research shows the need of
Indian travellers to find and connect with signs of Indianness abroad, and how the informants
cherished these feelings of home and belonging. It is understood that the feeling of home is
deeply cherished by the informants, even more when travelling outside of India. BollyParksDu-
bai seems to provide such an ‘anchor’ for the informants: the ability to feel at home while
being physically away. As Pooja notes, the feeling of experiencing home in a foreign country
is rather satisfying:

Bollywood is in the blood of every Indian…We can’t resist Bollywood anywhere. It brings us back home staying
in Dubai…We were feeling left out after coming to Dubai. After 4 days we’re seeing our people; it’s a good
experience altogether.

Pooja’s quote indicates two issues: (1) the exhilarating feeling she experiences when she confronts
feelings of home in a completely different country, and how BollyParksDubai provided a space where
she did not feel ‘left out’ and (2) the myth of a unified India around Bollywood cinema. However, her
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quote also begs the question how this feeling of home is constituted in the context of a fictional
simulated place (identity). How does one connect a theme park with authentic notions of home?
Divyam says:

I think that authenticity was quite maintained. Whenever I would talk to anyone, everyone used to speak in
Hindi. And all the staff made it look like they’re Indians only, it gave a homely feeling. I can say that the
Indian feeling was present over there. (Divyam, Mumbai)

Interestingly, language provides an important tool for many to feel at home, by enabling connection.
Lukas (2007) argues language among other factors provide the visitors to a themed space a feeling of
authenticity and originality. It takes away one of the barriers, enabling attunement to the feeling
of Home. For many first-time travellers abroad like Priti, being surrounded by Hindi, makes it a
less-daunting experience enhancing the feeling of authentic and original Home. She says:

I thought that Dubai would be a place where we would be required to speak English. It was my first trip, and I
thought on an international trip, they wouldn’t even understand our language. I was amazed that Bollywood
park was there. When I went inside, everyone was speaking in Hindi… it was not like everyone was speaking
in English when I am abroad. I felt more homely over there. (Priti, Pune)

Just like language, food not only enables connection of people with places, invoking place-attach-
ment and nostalgia but also promotes an experience beyond the visual realm – an embodied experi-
ence. For example, finding streetfood stalls at BollyParksDubai, imaginatively transport the visitors to
the Bollywood hub-Mumbai enhancing the authenticity of experience, and adding a tangible dimen-
sion, to the otherwise fictitious landscape. Food is an important paratextual element, and is one of
the prime aspects of theming also for the informants. Recalling how food at BollyParksDubai
reminded her of India, Priti adds:

In BollyparksDubai, I got tea which actually reminded me of the Tapris (streetside stalls) we have in India; those
small shops where we get Chai. it was really nice..[…] when I went to Bollyparks… I bought a wadapav, bhel, pani-
puri etc.. When you are abroad for more than 5–6 days… you start getting this feeling that you want homely vibes
… (Priti, Pune)

These paratextual elements, namely language or taste of the familiar food are reminiscent of India,
and collectively invoke the informants’ association with home. The feeling of ‘being there’ is further
enhanced by the sense of community the park offered the informants, intensifying the feeling of
being at ‘Home’ further. This adheres to the notion of ‘imagined community’ (Anderson, 1991)
that underlines the notion of nationalism where people form social bonds governed by common
interests:

I would say that the people around the park- all were having fun. We came to know each other. And when we
were standing in those queues, we were cheering and laughing. The environment was pretty much like in India.
Pretty friendly, and that was a good vibe around the place. (Shruti, Mumbai)

According to Shruti and others, friendliness and a sense of community are notions inherent to the
idea of Indianness. This ties with Turner’s concept of communitas (2012) where they experience a
sense of connection with others in the playful set-up of the park while relating their experience
back to their home country-India. It is further interesting to note, that the way Shruti describes it,
standing in the queues became a part of and not a deterrent to them having a complete experience
and was interestingly a mix of what they already knew - i.e. the idea of Bollywood and sense of com-
munity while in the queues, and in what new format could they experience the same – i.e. the rides
as Jay describes: ‘Everything was just so Bollywood oriented that you feel… this is something so new
to you. And still you feel at home. So (it is a) balance of both’ (Jay, Mumbai).

Ultimately, the feeling of ‘Home’ is a liberating one. Home becomes a place, where one can be
themselves, and Preeti experienced such feelings at BollyParksDubai: ‘I felt I can do anything. I
can sing and I can dance over there. I was feeling proud and happy that I’m here […] I felt like it
was my home place’ (Priti, Pune).
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What Preeti describes above, really points to the sensorial experience that most visitors had at the
park, where they not only interacted with the various elements or zones of the park, but felt a deeper
connection with more abstract feelings – such as safety, pride and homeliness. According to her, she
could revel in her fandom by singing and dancing and still feel right in place – telling us how the park
and the visitors often work together to create such meaningful moments of embodied experience.

As Jay mentions, the presentation of known film narratives into a theme park format is interesting
for many visitors. This repackaging of already known narratives experienced by being there leads to
what Williams (2020) calls spatial transmedia. It is this transmediality of BollyParksDubai that we
explore further next.

Reconnecting with various notions of Indianness at BollyParksDubai

As an extension to the feeling of ‘Home’ another theme that surfaced is the way in which the visitors
experienced that there was something for everyone at BollyParksDubai, giving them a venue to
reconnect with the familiar during their time abroad. This sense of inclusivity primarily rises from
the fact that the existence of a BollyParksDubai in brick and mortar, on a global stage legitimizes
audience’s fandom towards Bollywood as a sub-culture. Seeing their own film industry in tangible
form provides their fandom a sense of global acceptance. As Jay below indicates, not everyone
relates to Western popular culture, and accepting and negotiating difference in this case becomes
a sense of distinction, identity and pride: ‘There might be people who might have seen bigger
things. But for us who have never imagined Bollywood can be shaped in such a way it was definitely
worth visiting’ (Jay, Mumbai).

This us versus them narrative that Jay addresses, brings focus on the kind of people who find
comfort in narratives that resonate with their cultural identities (‘us’) as opposed to people
(‘them’) who enjoy non-Indian popular culture. He compares BollyParksDubai to the ‘bigger’ parks
yet finds seeing Bollywood sub-culture in a theme park format meaningful because of the personal
value it holds for him. He adds:

Everybody cannot visit Disneyland and universal studios. So we have a one kind of a Bollywood theme park. I
was excited because for an Indian to have Bollywood theme park is definitely more than a Universal studio.
Especially me who is not into Hollywood much, I am definitely a big fan of Bollywood movies… because my
type of taste is connected to Bollywood. So we connected very well with this theme park. And might not be
connected with other theme parks which are Hollywood. (Jay, Mumbai)

Jay interestingly mentions ‘taste’, which can be discussed in the light of one’s cultural dispositions.
BollyParksDubai, by its presence – seems to fill the gap in the entertainment landscape which was
dominated by Western popular culture, and provides the non-Western popular culture fans, some-
thing to relate with, legitimizing their fandom. When visitors experience inclusivity in terms of
language, food, and representation of one’s favourite popular culture industry, it elicits an emotional
connection that consuming Western popular culture may fail to elicit. Disha says: ‘I would not have
been able to connect with a Hollywood park, I may like it, but I don’t know if I would emotionally
connect to it’ (Disha, Mumbai).

Hollywood was introduced to me later in my life… I started with Bollywood so maybe the engagement from my
side towards the park was because the Bollywood factor was there. (Parth, Mumbai)

When visitors visit a film-based theme park willingly, they are often armed with a repository of
cultural references – famous dialogues, music, props from various films, storylines, fandom
towards the celebrities, etc. Having these references in the back of one’s mind may enhance
the connection of the visitors with the theme park leading to a complete embodied experience.
This is also the way transmedia world-building operates. Visitors gain a deeper and fuller
meaning when preceded by heightened consumption of related media texts that inform them
(Freeman, 2019).
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The ‘connect’ that Disha narrates, relies on years of conditioning that Bollywood cinema has on
audience’s who grow up watching it, and understanding various references and that enables the for-
mation of this implicit and explicit connection enhancing the meaningful experience. Priti says:

We already know these movies… The same…was recreated in Bollyparks, the cultural backgrounds do matter
over there. Because I’m an Indian, I got so attached and found it so relatable, that wow, this is that scene from the
movie. This Indian culture or background did help me get more involved or more engaged. If I would’ve visited
Hollywood park, I might not have related so much to the Hollywood park in that extent. (Priti, Pune)

From the above quote, one understands that the cultural background enhances the experience,
and attachment to the place. BollyParksDubai, as such, provides a space for all audiences – not
just Hollywood – to revel in and celebrate their fandom – making it a relatable transmedia space
in terms of language, connection, food, comfort and the fact that visitors across age groups find
it relatable.

Responses further indicate that it also provides comfort for Indian visitors who are travelling
abroad for the first time:

I gathered from people around me […] who were coming abroad for the first time and those huge malls (in
Dubai) were really daunting. So this was something that was known to them. There is a certain known factor,
a certain comfort in it. (Aarati, Pune)

This repackaging of forms – transmediality – lets visitors experience known ideas in a different
format:

You have grown up watching these movies and this is a new presentation of that movie that you have seen so
many times… it is very entertaining because you know to a certain extent but there is just newness to it at the
same time (Aarati, Pune)

This lends a ‘spatial transmedia’ experience, something which can be only experienced by
being there (Williams, 2020). Many visitors to BollyParksDubai like Aarati, experienced this kind of
repackaging of their beloved narratives from Bollywood into a brand-new (often unimaginable)
format.

Informants experience broader feelings of inclusivity and representation, that there is something
for everyone at the park. This perhaps also transpires from the super-diverse nature of India, where
many different religions, languages, and sub-cultures co-exist coherently – yet it is understood that
the park shows a homogenizing tendency by highlighting Bollywood’s version of India – which as
previously understood tends to be recognized as a unifying force. When one references India
outside of its original context- there is often a reference to Bollywood. While Bollywood is only a
part of the Indian film industry that operates from the hub, Mumbai; due to its wide recognizability
it often represents the whole of India. Many informants also seemed to reference ‘India’ and not
‘Mumbai’ when relating it to BollyParksDubai:

I think they did quite well in terms of representing India… there were lot of things which actually depicted
Indianness. You cannot ignore local-trains when you are talking about India and there was a local-train set
up, there was a resemblance to Taj Mahal which was called Raj Mahal… . (Jay, Mumbai)

This kind of synecdoche – a part that stands for the whole – indicates how in the eyes of the infor-
mants – Bollywood stands for India. Furthermore, beyond the ‘feeling’ of Indianness, the informants
also indicated concrete elements at BollyParksDubai that represented India:

They made it pretty nice…When we enter, they have huge posters, and… they have a Bollywood gully… The
whole passage is done pretty well, and pretty colourful, keeping the Bollywood theme in mind. How we have
those big posters, in cinema theaters. In the entrance they have a huge peacock; which is very colorful. It gives
that Indian feel. Like you’re entering Indian culture. (Shruti, Mumbai)

‘There was a Mumbai local train which is converted into a restaurant […] very excited… that we
are able to see Mumbai local trains in Dubai’. She further added
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I felt very happy […] They have a gateway of India and in front of it Bollywood park is written and when you
enter there is a big peacock kept there, so I got an Indian feel upon seeing it’. (Disha, Mumbai)

As Shruti and Disha narrate, various motifs such as film posters, the national bird of India – the
peacock, and colours are employed at BollyParksDubai and collectively these tangible and explicit
details lend to the experience of Indianness of the park. Shruti also emphasizes how the Bollywood
theme is maintained throughout the park akin to cinema theatres and that adds to the perceived
authenticity of the space and therefore, truly represents a transmedia space. However, few other
informants did not fully agree that BollyParksDubai is a true representation of India, but rather a sani-
tized version that selectively highlights a few parts drawn from Bollywoodized narratives, sometimes
even stereotyping Indianness:

If I go to any south Indian city like Bangalore, almost similar designs are kept there in Ramoji filmcity. If you go
there, you feel like you are actually there. But here I cannot find it. If I start comparing different regions of India
and if they are reflected here, then maybe not. (Bindusar, Madhya Pradesh)

Similarly, Aarati says, ‘I think it was just stereotyping India. Like you knowwhat foreigners think about
the Bollywood dance. I don’t think so there was too much of anything being very authentic’. (Arati,
Pune)

Essentially, Bindusar and Aarati both feel that the representation of Indianness did not extend
beyond Bollywood and did not celebrate the ‘true Indianness’ that represented all regions, sub-cul-
tures, classes and lifestyles. Especially the quote by Aarati underlines the idea of self-orientalism indi-
cating how BollyParksDubai may be homogenizing the image of India: creating one simple image
driven by Bollywood Cinema that everyone can relate to, but which also overlooks the nuances
and layered nature of India as a country.

Despite pointing to the lack of overall Indianness, and more emphasis on Bollywood-driven
stereotypes – almost all informants said that they experienced the feeling of (national) pride
when seeing a predominant part of Indian popular culture being celebrated abroad. We explore
this notion next.

Experiencing national pride at BollyParksDubai

The rise of the Indian middle-class into global touristic streams has resulted in their growing afford-
ability towards seeking out-of-the-box travel experiences. While travelling abroad has become com-
monplace, it is interesting that many mainstream Indian travellers still seek familiar Indian
experiences on holiday (Frank, 2016; Gyimothy, 2018) that can also be seen in a steady growth in
Indian group tours. It often provides them with a sense of comfort, but they also pride on India’s
far-reaching globality. A large part of such globality is driven by India’s entertainment landscape
and the role it plays in everyday lives of Indians. Similarly, BollyParksDubai provides the visitors a
sense of identification during their time abroad and seeing (popular) culture from ‘home’ celebrated
on a global level seems to invoke a deep sense of pride in most informants. Many indicated how it
meant a lot for them to see and experience Bollywood cinema and related cultural symbols which is
a part of their everyday lives – in a different country – and that further intensified the feeling of pride
in their minds:

It is definitely pride for an Indian to have something which signifies Indian cinema, Indian culture and that too in
a foreign country…Dubai is one of the most frequently visited due to layovers and it is a pride moment that in
such a country which is like a hotspot of cultures of the world, we have Bollywood representing there. (Jay,
Mumbai)

Similarly, Sejal says:

You are very excited and you feel proud that your culture is reaching outside as well. And you are excited to
know how they are depicting these things or what differences they have brought outside of India when they
stage such things. (Sejal, Mumbai)
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When comparing the above two quotes, it is understood that often Bollywood popular culture is per-
ceived to be synonymous with Indian culture, especially one that is disseminated abroad through
cinema. The informants feel legitimization in the fact that their popular culture made it abroad, in
a ‘foreign country’ or ‘outside’. Often this realization of the globalization of Bollywood is not recog-
nized by the Indian’s until they see it for themselves while travelling, and it was the same feeling the
informants experienced on their trips:

I felt nostalgic…we Indians love to watch Bollywood movies. So finding such kind of set up abroad I felt nos-
talgic, joy and proud moment for us like they all shower so much love on Bollywood and Bollywood is also doing
well in business abroad… that’s really a great feeling… . (Kinjal, Mumbai)

Similarly, Disha points to the feelings that this experience invokes:

While watching the dances you really feel proud of being Indian and being a Bollywood fan… everyone was
watching with keen interest… So like people watching your culture with so much of fascination… that time
I felt good. (Disha, Mumbai)

When informants experience this version Indianness abroad together with people from other nation-
alities, in a shared space that celebrates Bollywood, it further intensifies the feeling of pride, due to
the fact that non-Indians are willingly watching and enjoying Indian popular culture with much inter-
est. This also tends to make the Indian visitors as stakeholders in the process of facilitating an immer-
sive and interesting experience for non-Indians. While they may not actively do anything, they hope
and expect non-Indian audiences to enjoy their ‘Indian’ culture:

There can be a certain amount of pride. That something that is Indian but still seems to be appreciated or given
the kind of importance in some other foreign land. So you know there can be a feeling that... I have to do my bit
for making it successful. (Aa rati, Pune)

Aarati’s response is very interesting as she notes that she feels responsible towards making it suc-
cessful and is perhaps aligned with the Indian idea of hospitality ‘Atithi Devo Bhava’ (Guest is like
god). This also may imply that one’s Indian identity may situationally become strengthened at the
park, making them become sort of ambassadors of Indian culture for the non-Indian audiences to
make this representation successful. On similar lines is Divyam:

I felt proud because of the presence of Bollywood in a foreign place, and especially made in the theme of Bolly-
wood. That made me feel proud because people from around the world want to visit this place which has its
origins from India. That made me feel proud. (Divyam, Mumbai)

While Divyam mentions ‘foreign’, Priti discusses ‘foreigners’:

They’re excited and curious to know how Bollywood is. Bollyparks gives you exact picture how Bollywood is…
Even they (foreigners) were getting attracted towards it… They felt like okay, this is Indian culture… I was
feeling so proud, that we’re Indians… This is my industry; the Bollywood industry that belongs to India.
(Priti, Pune)

Finally, as seen in the quotes above, the notion of pride is verbalized and is understood in the way
the informants express their connect towards Bollywood cinema. For instance, in the aforemen-
tioned quotes ‘our India’, ‘Our culture’ ‘Our Bollywood’ or ‘my industry’ indicates a sense of owner-
ship that the informants have towards Bollywood cinema, and the underlying pride that they share
for it. Being visited by non-Indians validates Bollywood in their eyes, further intensifying the feeling
of pride.

As middle-class Indians continue to rise in transnational touristic streams, such exhibition of pop-
nationalistic pride based on the unifying tendencies of Bollywood, may further enhance the place of
Bollywood as India’s Soft Power (Thussu, 2013). BollyParksDubai, despite being critiqued for its self-
orientalist tendencies, proves to be a powerful site that provides both Indians and non-Indians a
sanitized version of India, thereby encouraging the feelings of pride in a playful theme park set-
up for the former group, and providing the non-Indians with a microcosm that ‘showcases’ a globally
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acceptable version of India. The presence of BollyParksDubai in Dubai also works in favour of the
economic strategy that brands Dubai as a ‘global, tolerant city which condenses the plurality of
the world’ (El Karoui, 2021).

Conclusions

This study has investigated how Indian visitors experience and appropriate the popular representations
of Bollywood and related notions of Indianness at Bollywood Parks Dubai. Arguing that BollyParksDu-
bai is a crucial site for understanding the confluence of cultural entertainment, media fandom and,
ultimately, the experience of Indianness abroad, this paper enriches the field of theme park studies
empirically, by bringing in a much elusive South Asian focus.

The interviews showed how BollyParksDubai offers its Indian visitors a stage to celebrate notions
of Indianness outside the realm of India. Indians increasingly travel abroad on holiday, and although
they are familiar with the popularity of Bollywood among the Indian diasporas, the global popularity
and magnitude of Bollywood cinema is experienced in the setting of this theme park for its visitors.

Most of the informants travelled to gain new experiences and enlarge their world view. However,
travelling abroad also offered themways of reimagining their own homeland. This became especially
poignant when visiting the BollywoodParkDubai, because of the strong sense of cultural identity that
is derived from Bollywood cinema. The curiosity about its appropriation and recreation in a different
cultural setting also provides a pull-factor for the visitors. This intrigue coupled with a deep sense of
fandom was identified to be one of the main reasons why informants chose to visit BollyParksDubai.
It was also noted how the cultural backgrounds of the informants and their knowledge of cinematic
references enhanced their experience at BollyParksDubai (Freeman, 2019). Therefore, experiencing
known narratives in a new format, proved to be a one-of-a-kind transmedia experience for all the
informants (Williams, 2020).

Theme parks globally are dominated by Western popular culture. This was acknowledged by the
informants and although most of them did not dislike Hollywood’s omnipresence, they expressed a
strong proclivity to Bollywood narratives because of the fact that they grew up watching it and felt a
close connection. Consequently, we observed that the informants value the fact that ‘their’ cultural
industry is represented abroad and also consumed by non-Indians. The presence of this ‘material and
physical space’ (Williams, 2020) that celebrates Bollywood cinema in the form of a theme park, which
allows for an in-depth embodied experience, thus seems to provide seriousness and legitimization if
not pride to the informants’ fandom. This study showed how media theme parks like BollyParksDu-
bai offer a stage for the celebration of a ‘banal’ form of nationalism among Indian travellers, this set
against a global stage in which its Western counterpart Hollywood also takes centre stage.

Many informants valued their experience of the theme park not only as meaningful but also as
truly ‘authentic’ due to the careful employment of language, food and cultural motifs. Facets of con-
temporary Indianness and associated values like camaraderie, a sense of community stimulated a
sense of ‘home’ at BollyParksDubai. Some visitors even felt like ‘stakeholders’, with the moral duty
of ensuring that other, non-Indians enjoy the park and their culture as well.

However, a minority of informants also argued that BollyParksDubai actually does not provides a
fair representation of India, only offering a ‘sanitized version’ or an alternative imaginary that over-
looked the layered nature of India. Critically examining the park, one can indeed recognize aspects of
self-orientalism in the way how India and Indian culture is represented. The singular Bollywood-
driven image as portrayed by BollyParksDubai is a generic representation that disregards the
many socio-cultural, and regional differences within India – a complex and multi-layered society
that exists beyond the cinematic world of Bombay cinema. However, it appears that it remains
true to its intention of the park being exclusively about Bollywood cinema.

One can conclude that the leisure zone of BollyParksDubai is more than simply entertainment. For
many visitors, the park offers a playful but also deeply-felt identification with a culture one considers
to be ‘their own’. The fact that this theme park celebrates Indianness in a non-Indian context creates
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a feeling of pride and ownership, exactly because it takes place outside ‘home’ and also has non-
Indians participating. For others, the park stages a form of banal nationalism that offers little
ground for identification, in particular because of its lack of multi-vocality. As such, the park
reflects different perspectives on what India stands for and what India should be, as a mirror-
house of Indianness in the desert of Dubai. This exploratory study attempts to provide a basis for
follow-up research that considers visitors beyond Indian tourists and their experience of Indianness
underpinning the historical and geo-political relations between India and Dubai. We further propose
and intend follow-up research critically analysing the site itself.

Notes

1. Henceforth, BollyParksDubai.
2. The term ‘Visitors’ in this paper implies Indian visitors who are residents of India and visited BollyParksDubai on

holiday. This therefore excludes locals and expatriate Indians.
3. https://www.dubaiparksandresorts.com/en/about-us
4. https://www.bollywoodparksdubai.com/en
5. https://www.bollywoodparksdubai.com/en/attractions
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